
Use Statistical methods to make a 
formal inference 

The end of the high school journey… 

Michelle Dalrymple 



Final step in the sample population 
inference journey for students 



Use statistical methods to 
make a formal inference 
 Researching 

context  
 relating the context-

research-findings to 
what is seen in the 
data and to any 
conclusions made 

 the “so-what?” 
factor 

 
 

 Analysis tool –  
Bootstrap 
confidence 
intervals 
 Working with the 

difference between 
means as well as 
medians  



Teaching…my plan 
• Recap key ideas from Level 7 
• Teach new method of analysis (bootstrapping) 
• Then drop into PPDAC framework linking to 

“informed contextual knowledge” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember to keep in mind the background of your students when you’re planning this topic  At Cashmere, all our students coming into Level 3 next year have done 2.9 – Level 2 Inferences this year. there will be some schools that haven’t covered L2 inferences so the work you do with your students will be different.



Summary data set 

 Fraggle rock clip 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_zsz_MlVvI 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_zsz_MlVvI


Doozers 
“New” data set to… 
• Recap L7 ideas 
• Introduce bootstrap distribution and 

confidence intervals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoozersWithin Fraggle Rock lives a second species of small humanoid creatures, the pudgy, green, ant-like Doozers. Standing only 6 inches (150 mm) tall (knee-high to a Fraggle), Doozers in a sense represent anti-Fraggles; their lives are dedicated to work and industry. Doozers spend much of their time busily constructing all manner of scaffolding throughout Fraggle Rock using miniature construction equipment and wearing hard-hats and work boots. No one but the Doozers themselves seem to understand the actual purpose of their intricate and beautiful constructions.



Doozers 
Mean height of 
Doozers at Fraggle 
rock is 150mm  
(standard deviation 
of 5mm) 
• Sketch the height 

distribution of the 
population of 
Doozers at Fraggle 
Rock 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Height distribution of the 
population of Doozers at 
Fraggle Rock 



Doozers 
How tall is your 
doozer? 
• Casio Graphics calculator: 

RandNorm#(5, 150) 

• Draw your doozer  
• Tell us about your 

doozer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




… in teaching world 
 We actually know 

the population 
distribution of 
Doozer heights 
 we are using this 
data set as a 
teaching example.   
 



“I wonder what is the mean height of 
Doozers in Fraggle Rock?”  

 How would you 
have gone about 
answering this last 
year? 

KEY IDEAS FROM L7 
 Random sample 
 Informal 

confidence interval 
 Why we use an 

interval estimate 
 Sampling variation 

 



Sampling distribution 

 



“I wonder what is the mean height of 
Doozers in Fraggle Rock?”  

 Bootstrap method 
for constructing 
confidence 
intervals 
 

 Random sample of 
size 25* 
 
* or appropriate size for your class 



Hands on  technology  
 Re-sample 

distribution 
 Students complete 

re-samples 
individually, then 
collate class results 

 Decide from class 
results an interval 
for the population 
mean 

 Complete same re-
sampling using 
iNZight 
 Create 

bootstrapped  
re-sampling 
distribution 

 Confidence 
interval 



Bootstrap distribution 

 



Sampling 
distribution 
 basis for Level 7  

inference ideas 

Bootstrap 
distribution 

basis for Level 8 
inference ideas 



Method works… 
 Check with a 

known population 
 



Confidence interval coverage 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember – our success rate comes from a simulation and not from a theoretical approach and so we should not use the percentage success rate in conjunction with the term “bootstrap confidence interval” (that is, for this situation we don’t call it a 94% bootstrap confidence interval)



Interpreting CI 
 Sample  population link strong 
 Some level of uncertainty evident 

(“pretty sure”) 
 Population parameter identified 
 Context clearly identified 
 



Interpreting CI - activity 
 Explain what is wrong with each of these 

conclusions? 
A. From my sample, I am pretty sure that the 

population height of doozers at fraggle rock is 
between 148.1mm and 151.6mm 

B. From my sample, it’s a fairly safe bet that the 
mean height of doozers is between 148.1mm 
and 151.6 mm 

C. From my sample, I’m reasonably sure that the 
population mean for doozers at fraggle rock is 
between 148.1mm and 151.6mm. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key things I have found this year with my L2 students in 2.9 inference, the TLRI trial, and the 3.10 trail is that students miss key components in their conclusion.  Would an activity like this one help highlight the key things?“I wonder what is the mean height of Doozers in Fraggle Rock?” Confidence limits are 148.1 – 151.6mmA] Missing ‘mean’B] Missing the population linkC] Missing ‘height’From my sample, I am pretty sure that the population mean height of doozers at fraggle rock is between 148.1mm and 151.6mm



The standard 
91582 (3.10) 
Use Statistical methods to 
make a formal inference 



Use Statistical methods to 
make a formal inference 
 Hook needed to give 

motivation for context 
 EG: SURF dataset  Alasdair 

Thompson and the “Sorry, but its 
true” interview 

 
This is to get students to start 
thinking about the context, and 
to allow them to go and research 
into the situation to give purpose 
to their investigation Captain Hook 



Problem 
 Students research into situation to give 

purpose to investigation and help them 
choose what variables to investigate 

 Clear investigative question 
 Prediction of what students expect to see 

in their analysis and why (based on their 
research) 



Problem 
A good comparison question should include 

 Variable that is being examined  
 Groups that are being compared 
 Population that inferences are being made about  
 Statistic that is being estimated 

 
 I wonder what the difference in mean heights is 

between Doozers from Fraggle Rock  and 
Doozers from Raggle Frock. 



Data 
 Given multivariate data set (sample) 

 Data set needs to be large enough to allow 
meaningful analysis 

 Students may choose to re-categorise the 
data set in different ways from what is 
provided 



Analysis 
 Initial examination of sample data 

including basic graphs and summary 
statistics 

 Bootstrap distribution for the difference in 
means/medians 



Conclusion 
 Interpretation of formal confidence 

interval 
 Sample  population link strong 
 Some level of uncertainty evident (“pretty 

sure”) 
 Population parameter identified 

 



Conclusion 
 Correct call, with justification 
 Should reflect investigative question 
 Call based on whether zero is contained within 

the interval or not 
 Direction of evidence (if zero outside of interval) 

 



Conclusion 
 Linking back to the context and using 

initial research to help explain what this 
means  
 the “so what?” factor 



New Zealand 
Crash Statistics 
NZQA Trial paper 



New Zealand Crash Statistics 
http://nzta.govt.nz/about/advertising/drink-driving/legend.html 

 

http://nzta.govt.nz/about/advertising/drink-driving/legend.html


New Zealand Crash Statistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students had a choice of variables to investigate – there were 317 people “sampled” for the study.  They were shown the clip, then given the task and expected to research into the situation themselves.



New Zealand Crash Statistics 



New Zealand Crash Statistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schedule – important parts… “Holistic examination of evidence” (there isn’t a tick-box schedule available at all)Problem – really involves students researching to give purpose to what they are investigating.  The depth that they do this, and how they use this information to make, and justify, a prediction of what they expect to find, starts to show the level of students thinking



New Zealand Crash Statistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expected graphs and summary statistics similar across levels.  Higher level students may re-categorise the data different ways to look for other things.Depth shown in linking what they see in their analysis to the context and/or population gives the level the students are working at.Similarly for the conclusion – all students should report a bootstrapped confidence interval for the difference in means/medians of whatever they are investigating, with a clear inference and correct call.  How they relate these findings to the wider situation demonstrates students depth of thinking and consequently, their grade.Note: at all levels – understanding of sampling variability is implied through use of a confidence interval for the population parameter.  At higher levels, students may discuss this concept further which would give some evidence towards their grade, but would not be sufficient to award the grade solely on that statement.  



Marking 
grid… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Student work 



High not achieved - Becky 
“The confidence interval 
shows that drivers of the 
higher risk age group 
tend to have a higher 
blood alcohol level at the 
time of crash, by 
somewhere between 0.0 
and 24.0 milligrams of 
alcohol per 100 millilitres 
of blood.” 
 

Pg 5, Analysis,  end of 1st 
paragraph 

CI interpretation 
 Population 

unclear 
 Population 

parameter not 
mentioned 

Low level of analysis comments along with incorrect means HIGH NOT 
ACHIEVE rather than LOW ACHIEVE. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We won’t have time to go through all the details of the student papers – I’ll just try to highlight a few things as we go through.  I’ve tried to annotate them so when you read them you can see why I made the decisions I did  its okay to not agree with me as long as you can articulate why wrt this standard!  Hopefully these will be useful for you as a starting point for the discussions in your faculty.



High achieved - Josh 
“I would like to look at 
driver blood alcohol level 
and the severity of the 
crash. I wonder what the 
difference in median 
blood alcohol levels and 
severity of a car 
accident” 

Very top of  Page 7 

Problem 
 Question about 

difference in 
medians 

 Groups being 
compared not well 
defined 

 Population not given 

Sample population link unclear in investigative question and CI 
interpretation; starting to make contextual links and thinking about the 
“so what” but comments not strong hence HIGH ACHIEVE rather than 
LOW MERIT 



High merit - Logan 

 

Split of data a nice idea, but didn’t really contribute much further depth to 
the analysis.  Contextual links not strong, especially in analysis hence 
HIGH MERIT rather than LOW EXCELLENCE 



High merit - Logan 
“…Although I think that in the 
population there would be 
more points of higher blood 
alcohol levels. The few points 
from this sample that we have 
of under the blood alcohol 
limit show a relatively even 
spread which I think is 
reasonable for the population 
because these crashes may or 
may not have been caused by 
the alcohol in the persons 
system.” 

End first paragraph, page 10 

Analysis 

 … data re-
categorised by 
legal BAL limit 
and described 
with link to 
population  

Split of data a nice idea, but didn’t really contribute much further depth to 
the analysis.  Contextual links not strong, especially in analysis hence 
HIGH MERIT rather than LOW EXCELLENCE 



Low excellence - Alice 
“…I think this because the 
amount of advertisements 
we see in the media to do 
with stopping people from 
drink driving must mean that 
there is a high level of 
danger involved with 
drinking and driving. 
Otherwise the government 
would not spend money on 
trying to advertise this fact.” 

Third paragraph, page 11 

Problem 

 … justification of 
hypothesis 
opinion rather 
than referenced 

Split of data a nice idea, but didn’t really contribute much further depth to 
the analysis.  Contextual links show depth of thinking, but some personal 
interpretation of information rather than based on referenced material 
hence LOW EXCELLENCE rather than HIGH EXCELLENCE. 



Low excellence - Alice 
“…This makes sense 
because it is possible to 
have a serious injury crash 
even without the 
influence of strong 
intoxication. Which is why 
the data for the serious 
injury crashes BAL’s vary 
more.” 

Middle 50% - Page 12 

Analysis 
 … good 

contextual links 
and thinking 
evident about 
population but 
based on personal 
opinion rather 
than factually 
referenced 

Split of data a nice idea, but didn’t really contribute much further depth to 
the analysis.  Contextual links show depth of thinking, but some personal 
interpretation of information rather than based on referenced material 
hence LOW EXCELLENCE rather than HIGH EXCELLENCE. 



Low excellence - Alice 
“…I believe that this makes sense 
in the context because in the 
minor injury crashes although 
there was alcohol in their blood 
that is not necessarily what 
caused the crash, and people 
with this much alcohol in their 
blood probably do get away with 
driving a lot of the time without a 
crash. It also makes sense in the 
case of the serious injury crashes 
being right skewed because not 
many people would consider 
driving with as much alcohol in 
their systems as the few outliers 
that did drive, resulting in a crash.” 

Shape - Page 12 

Analysis 
 … good 

contextual links 
and thinking 
evident about 
population but 
based on personal 
opinion rather 
than factually 
referenced 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We won’t have time to go through all the details of the student papers – I’ll just try to highlight a few things as we go through.  I’ve tried to annotate them so when you read them you can see why I made the decisions I did  its okay to not agree with me as long as you can articulate why wrt this standard!  Hopefully these will be useful for you as a starting point for the discussions in your faculty.



Low excellence - Alice 
“One thing I am interested and 
surprised about though is the fact 
that as seeming by these results you 
get to a certain point when you are 
so intoxicated you are almost 
definitely going to have a serious 
injury crash. Once your BAL gets past 
about 220 it looks like if you crash 
you will almost definitely come 
under the serious injury crash 
category. This is interesting and I 
hope will convince some of the 
students I have done this 
investigation for to not, in the future, 
get drunk before driving.” 

Last paragraph, page 12 

Conclusion 

 … comments 
relating findings 
back to context 

Split of data a nice idea, but didn’t really contribute much further depth to 
the analysis.  Contextual links show depth of thinking, but some personal 
interpretation of information rather than based on referenced material 
hence LOW EXCELLENCE rather than HIGH EXCELLENCE. 



My best paper  
 

High excellence - 
Troy 



Use Statistical methods to make a 
formal inference 

The end of the high school journey… 

Michelle Dalrymple 
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